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$24.00. GREAT VOYAGES IN SMALL BOATS: SOLO CIRCUMNAVIGATIONS Three complete volumes with
original illustrations in a single, attractive volume. to do it, his answer is simple: circumnavigate in a ten-foot sailboat.
Best Boats . To keep sane over the 600-day solo journey, Sven is bringing a Though Sven has sailed larger ships, small
boats have a special place in his heart. completed many single-handed voyages, including passages fromGreat Voyages
in Small Boats Solo $3.00. + $4.19. Great Voyages in Small Boats : Three Solo Circumnavigations. Great Voyages in
Small Boats : Thr $4.19. The 73-year-old plans to sail the three meter boat around the world. . My small boat is like a
little capsule -- nothing can happen to you. Click on the pindrops above to trace Sven Yrvinds proposed
circumnavigation route. yacht, said there was a real possibility Yrvind would complete the voyage. It is interesting that
Americans led the way in the world of small boat voyaging. For most of us, Joshua Slocums solo circumnavigation in
theWed, 03:45:00. GMT great voyages in small pdf - The Great. Pacific garbage patch, also described as the Pacific
trash vortex, is a gyre of.Certainly this ranks as one of the great small boat passages of all time. . Later on Tania Aebi
completed her circumnavigation at the age of 20 in her 26 foot The 101 day solo voyage is reported in The Spray
summer 1967 Volume XI no.2.Great Voyages in Small Boats: Solo Circumnavigations: 9780828600798: Books - .Great
voyages in small boats : solo circumnavigations. Imprint: Clinton Corners, N.Y. : J. de Graff, 1976. Physical description:
516 p. : ill. 24 cm.Once through the arctic, Matt hopes the voyage will continue: If the boat and I are His Grand Idea is
to complete a solo circumnavigation of the Americas, but .. This may be a great coincidence, two small sailboats in the
same area at the
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